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Problem

The general problem is to construct a list of science-relevant
experiences that contribute to scientific literacy.

The specific problem addressed in this study was to identify
) those experiences teachers and curriculum writers believe to be im

portant, and (2) of these experiences, which ones students have had.

Procedure

A survey form was designated for this study, evolving in this
way: (1) a physics professor developed a list of experiences he con
Eddered significant in his development t.ovard scientific literacy, (2)
a science education professor took this list and (a) eliminated all
those experience-items which he could not recall personally having had,
(D) eliminated all those experiences which he considered not inclusively
related to any of the matter in both of two science texts, (c) refined
the used in the items, (d) tested the face validity of these
items with a group of about 100 fifth and sixth grade students, elimi
nating those items still found to cause undue problems in comprehension
for some of the student s, and (e) again attempted to refine the 150
items retained for use in this study.

Each item Was classified into one of four science categories:
biological, physical, earth, and general.

The survey form was devised to be answered "YES lf or "NO" by the
sample population, which consisted of 353 students (sixth, ninth, and
twelfth graders in public schools from inner-city, outer-city, and sub
urban residential areas of a Midwestern city). A minimum of tvrenty
students was involved in each grade-area group.

From an item is of the responses made to the survey items
by the sixth, ninth, and twelfth grade students involved in this study
from selected inner-city, outer-city, and suburban area schools, it was
found that (ac to the mean totals for each group) the suburban

the most , with outer-city students recall-
ences and the students the least;

the twelfth r e most with the ninth
recalling less and the recalling the Least-c-excep-

were found to these in grade-area groups.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The Problem

The general problem is to construct a list of science-relevant

experiences that contribute to scientific ll'teracy. If h .. suc experl-

ences can be identified and shown to contribute to the acquisition of

science generalizations and processes, and in turn to scientific lit-

eracy, teachers can then attempt to include such experiences in the

curriculum.

Since, according to this writer, no such list of experiences

existed before this study, there were prior problems in attempting to

identify (1) those experiences teachers and curriculum writers believe

to be important, and (2) of these experiences, which ones students have

had.

Proposal

This was a pilot study to find which experiences, from a select

list, the sample population of students could recall having had. The

list of experience-items used in this study was developed by the steps

described in the General Design. It is hoped that the results gathered

by this study will aid further efforts along this line.

Specific are being sought which aid children in de-

1 , l- • concernin£t natural phenomena in theveloping basic genera r zat t ons L>

1
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domain. The intent of this study "HaS to help open door in

search of' such specific experiences which are basic to the forming and

strengthening of' fundamental science generalizations in the minds

our youth for effective application in the world about them.

By finding out what experiences children have had we can then

begin to concentrate on using these experiences as examples in teaching

and/or can provide essential experiences found not to have been had by

chil.dren.

General Design and Procedure

This study included the adnrlnf.at.erdng of a survey form which

evol.ved in the following manner:

Paul Smith~ Professor of Physics at Coe College in Cedar Rapids,

Iowa" and a science enthusiast in general, constructed a list of about

640 experiences that he recalled having had and which he felt contrib

uted to his scientific literacy. These experience-statements were com

piled to make a survey form which Smith used informally in 'sizing up'

the general science experience background of his entering students in

cs.

Paul Joslin, Professor of Science Education at Drake University,

in Des 1"<1oine8 ~ Iowa, wished to tryout Smith I s survey form on a sample

population of pre-college students. However, Joslin was of the opinion

that the list of experience-statements in Smith's form (1) vas too

lengthy) (2) contained many experiences which the average person would

probably never have in his/her lifetime, and (3) was too advanced in its

choice of words and too in its of words at times

for many younge r students to comprehend.
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Joslin, therefore, attempted to reduce and refine the list of

e~perience-statementsby the folloio1ing measures:

By retaining only those experiences "Thich he could recall having

had himself from Smith 1 s list, Joslin reduced the number of experiences

from about 640 to about 300. This step was taken ,'lith the notion that

Joslin 1 S OVlD science-relevant experiences, as a science teacher and

educator, were intermediary between those of science-enthusiast Smith

~d those of stUdents in general.

By listing all of the p.Lanned experiences found in the chapters

of a secondary general science text (i1atter, Life, and Energy, written

by Palmer, Herron, and Joslin, and published by Rand-McNaJ.ly) Joslin

compared these text-given experiences with the 300 experiences formerly

retained. Of the 300, only those experiences which Joslin judged as

re1ating to the inclusive matter that the text-given experiences dealt

with were retained. This process was conducted casually, rather than

systematically, by Joslin.

In the S8J11e manner Joslin compared the 300 formerly retained

experiences with the planned experiences found in an elementary general

science text (Science: Peo:ple, Concepts, Processes, written by Holmes,

Leake, OVia.tt, Nichols, and published by McGra:i>r-Hill). In a separate

coLumn , Joslin listed those experiences, of the 300, which he judged as

rela.ting to the inclusive matter given in this text and vh i.ch he also

judged as obtainable out of school.

'rhese two text-compared lists of experiences were then analyzed,

and only those ences of the formerly retained 300 which were found

to to the inclusive matter in both texts vere then retained--178

experiences.
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These 178 experience-statements

vere then analyzed for termi-

nolog'J and phraseology, and an at.tempt vas made b.y (Joslin •and later by

this vriter also) to siprplif;y and improve· t'ne statements so that they

would be easier to comprehend by students (including elementary stu

dents) .

This refined list of 178 experience-statements was next tested

for face validity with a class of about 100 fifth and sixth grade stu

dents enrolled at Pleasant Hill School in Des Moines, Iowa, during the

fall, 1974, semester. By eliminating those experiences from the list

which were felt, due to the students' reactions to them, to cause ex-

cessive difficulty in comprehension, the number of experience-statements

contained in the survey form was reduced to 150. It is this list of 150

items which was used in the survey form of this study.

Tne items in the s~~rey form were to be responded to in this

way: T:'1e "YES" space was marked by the student if he/she could recall

personally having had the experience; the liND" space liaS marked by the

student if he/she could not recall personally having had the experience.

Each item in the survey form vas classified as it related to

one of four science categories (biological, physical, earth, general)

most closely, under the joint judgm.ent of Dr. Robert VandenBranden and

Dr. Paul Joslin--both men being professors of science education at Drake

Univers Items which were not considered by these men as being

closely associated in content to one of the first three science cate-

1I 1'" ce Duegories mentioned were put under the category of genera s c i.en . '

the S i" l Pct l'· on of items was made, the number ofto the procedlITe by which - - ~

was not the same for all four
; biological

h . 1 c:cience had seventy-one items,
science had thirty-seven items, p YSlca~ -
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earth science had thirty-five .

ltems~ and general science had seven

items.

Due to the di fferences in class S1: ze dan . to the desire of some

class teachers to involve all of his/her students ~ the number in each

grade-area group varied considerably: in th··e l'nn·er-cl't,r h
J se ools~ 20

sixth graders, 32 ninth graders, and 33 twe 1 ft·.h graders were involved--

collectively~ 85 students; in the outer-city schools, 48 sixth graders,

91 ninth graders~ and 45 twelfth graders were involved--collectively~

190 students; in the suburban schools~ 21 sixth graders, 29 ninth

graders, and 22 twelfth graders were involved--collectiveIy , 78 stu-

dents. There were marked differences in number between the grades, col-

lective]~, from among the three residential areas: in the sixth grade,

95 total students were involved; while in the ninth grade, 158 total

students were involved; and in the twelfth grade~ 100 total students

were involved. There were 353 students involved in this study in all.

Concerning the -inner-city twelfth grade 5roup~ the survey forms

were administered on a Friday before the last week of the regular

school year. The school's teachers had already turned in grade reports

on the students. It might have been anticipated, therefore, (as it in-

deed turned out) that many of the students enrolled would be absent on

that day.

present.

About one-third of the students enrolled in the class were

t d d·l· st· Ol't mtat·ters, those students whoTo further complica e an ."

were in attendance on that day were over-proportionately foreign-born

d t t ve re natives of
students; about one-third of those stu en s presen ~ ~

t . 1 nev to our country--more probably of a
Southeast Asia and rela lye y

Dbility in English than of twelfth grade.
third to sixth grade language ~

1 d d explained, as needed, to
The experience-items were read a._OU an
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several of these students. "mile familiarity was a probable

hindrance to accurate comprehension of the items by some of these stu

dents, it was observed by this writer that these foreign-born students

-were more generally agreeable and earnest in their efforts to complete

the survey forms than were the average AnerLcan-bcrn students. One stu

dent in this group did not ansve r all of the Lt.ems in the survey form

due to his late arrival to class.



Chapter 2

BACKGROu~DOF THE STUDY

Review 0 f Related L1terature

Activity-centered science has been widely adopted. However,

are teachers overlooking children I s development with respect to basic

generalizations which relate to many of their everyday activities now

and in the future?

Children are, by nature, usually adventuresome and curious, and,

as Navarra points out ,"-__many science learnings take place before the

child attains school age and---the child's thinking and approach to

solutions of problems can be quite scientific. III As Atkin and Karplus

suggest, "Chi.Ldr-en do invent concepts readily----The educational prob-

lem, rather, is to teach the children to carry out their creative think-

ing with some intellectual discipline ."2

Generalizations or concepts (terms often used interchangeably

while not actually synonymous) have been viewed, collectively, by many

educators as an important aim in fostering transferrable knowledge. As

Butts states:

The volQ~e of knowledge---can not be entirely assimilated
by one individual; a reasonable number of basic principles and

~v1a..xine Dunfee, Elementary School Science: A Gutde to Cu:rent
Research (viashington, D.C.: Association for Supervision and Currlculwn
Development, NEA, 1961 ) , p. 22.

It I -I- • '"III
2J . Hyron Atkin and Robert Karplus, Discovery or nvent.a.on .

Science Teacher, 29:5:.41, September, 1962.

I
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and their broader generalizations can. Ability to usek·n Hl d

. '..0" e ge
be come s the focus rather than accumulation of knoi-Tledge ,1

Piaget seems to be in agreement with Butts, suggesting that:

The goal of education is not to .Incr-ease amount of knmv
ledge, but to create the possibilities for the child to invent
and discover----Teaching means situations where structures can
be discovered; it does not mean transmitting structures which
may be assimilated at nothing other than the verbal leve1.2

As Pauli describes the learning of science, the objective is

11_--oo t ; merely to reach a specified goal, an answer 'Thieh can be found

in a book, or which someone tells us, but to attain understanding of

the relationship which connects the answer to the problem. 1f3 In eva'Lu-

ating children! s successful achievement of this understanding, Inbody

states that:

---every effort should be made to take into consideration
the real, not voiced, understandings of the children, and the
vlay children think and reason----Perhaps as we learn more of
what children are capable of understanding, and hov their con

4cepts develop, we will be able to provide better instruction.

In attempting to find out more about the coguitive development

of children, Piaget observed children at various points along their

of mental through the years. He developed a set of

several common stages/phases in cognitive development which have been

IDavid P. Butts, "'1'he Relationship of Problem-Solving Ability
and Science Knov.Ledge ," Science Education, 49:2:145, March, 1965.

2An B Hop ar e d Hel.pl'ng Chl~ Ldr'en Learn Science (Washing-·ne .. •m'· 1, ~ " "_

ton, D.C.: NEA Publications, 1966), p. 172,

3David P. Butts, I1The Degree to w1lich Children Conceptualize
from Science ,11 Journal of Research in Science Teaching,
1:2: ,1963,

I. Kuo l an and
(Belmont, CA:

!::t e Q'" Reading·.s en TeachinG
L_ . one, z» ., •• "- 7

\>lads.mrth Pub. Go" Inc , , 1909), p , 9 ..
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extensively analyzed and widely accepted as significant observations of

e.ctue,l periods in cognitive groi-rth. The ages associated with each

period by Piaget are not meant to be overly emphasized; the order or

sequence of the periods are the expressed major concern.l

With such periods! phases in cognitive growth in mind
t many

people are coming to feel the need for developing a sequential series of

experiences for children to have. However, there appears to be no final

agreemen"t among educators, teachers, and curriculuc'u writers at this time

as to what basic patterns of experiences or conceptual schemes are the

most helpful to children in understanding science-related phenomena.

While no study has proven the need for specific and sequential

experiences, direct sensory experiences themselves are highly regarded

as basic to science instruction. As Inbody found, tlPhenomena with which

children had had direct, physical contact were most often explained cor

rectly and with an awarenes 5 of causality. n2 Butts comments, "Might not

the explanation of individual cases lie in the student I s past experi-

ence s ch he had had in the specific area and in the directed learn-

ing prior to this experience? lt3

'mat actually constitutes learning'? HOIf do we know when some-

thing is truly learned? How can we facilitate the most effective and

lasting learning? In att.empt, to deal with such questions, Taba be-

lieves there to be four t.arge t s of learning: knowl.edge , thinking,

G B 1 (Nev York: Pergamon. . oy e,
• 1969), pp. 89-92.

Lan , p. 95.

3Butts, liThe
EX'peI"ience:s ." p , ll!l.

to '(mich Children Conceptualize from Science
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In discussing these four targets, she adds that:

-~-~nly the. objective of knowledge can be implemented thrOUgh
oz-ganrz i.ng cu::rlcu1um con·~ent. Th: other three depend upon pro
cess or the k.Lnd of Le ar-nfng expe ra.ences that are made available
to children. The direct emphasis is not on 'covering' a quantitv
of' specific content but on sampling judiciously specific in_v

stances wh i.ch are valid examp.Les of certain basic ideas and con
cepts----A teaching strategy which leads to mastery of powerful
inductive generalizations and the necessary application of the
corresponding skills is teaching for transfer, because transfer
can occur only through the mediation of generalizations.l

Blough has called for more awareness/sensitivity to children's

needs as they struggle to learn what the school dictates. He suggests

that:

Leadership by teachers who use their experiences and back
grounds to guide children into meaningful experiences is funda
mental to a good program. vThen we urge children to make decisions
for "Thich they have no background we are often wasting time and
frustrating both ourselves and the children. The fact that chil
dren are active and involved does not in itself necessarily make
a good program. How purposeful and meaningful these activities
are determine whether or not they can be used as a measure of
success. Let us keep asking ourselves, 'vlhat meaning have these
experiences for children?12

In relating experiences to generalizations or concepts, Lovell

believes that "---thougbt arises from actions, and concepts arise out of

the actions which children perform with objects and not from the objects

113 Stated another way, Butts remarks that "Concept develop-

ment represents the dynamic interaction of the student with the phenom

ena of experience. 114

lHopman, p. 112.

2Edward Victor and Marjorie S. Lerner, eds , , Readings in Science
(New York: Macmillan Pub. Co.,

3Hopman, p. 173.

4But t s, "'1'he
Exoeriencc's , II p , 135.

C' •
to \'J11ich Children Conceptualize from oClence
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Inbody has developed a list which he labels ""rork' h
.• lng ypoth-

eses. It His first point of concern is worth mentioning here:

confuse cause with effect
attribute causation to animistic or metaphysical
factors
consider the event as unique and without causationlc.

b.

It. appears that science instruction for young children
most profitable when concerned with observable phenomena.

Children can understand cause and effect in events wHh
which they have direct contact. With less observable
events, chil.dren are likely to do any or all of the fol
lowing:

a.

Inbody seems to relate closely to Piaget' s phases in his points,

suggesting that nume rous , varied experiences would better assure accu-

rate and thorough understanding of those phenomena studied and would

help children develop generalizations for transfer to numerous situa-

tions. Inbody also stresses that, along with frequency and variety of

experiences, proper sequential order should be considered inasmuch as

that underlying, basic phenomena be presented before more complex or

2conpounded phenomena.

Collectively and summarily, the thoughts expressed in much of

the current literature include directly or indirectly that (1) general-

izations or concepts are important elements to be considered in in-

struct.Lon , (2) experiences of a direct/personal nature produce signif-

icant and lasting results in children's knowledge and skill, (3) the

cognitive state of children evolves t.hrough phases or stages of some

kind children's maturity, and (4) behavior can and

lKuslan, p. 96.
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should be determined ../hleh is demonstrative of children's

experiential

knowledge and skill.

Hith these ideas as the premise established, it is found that

many join Inbody in unhappily noting that:

Little is known about the breadth of young Children's
understandings of natural phenomena. Most investigations have
dealt with a limited rrumb e r of phenomena in depth----Perhaps
better instruction would result if more were known about the
extent and scope of children I s experiences. l

It is this latter point made by Inbody which seems to hit the

nail on the head as far as where people involved in science education

presently exist . Initiating the effort toward a better understanding

of what experiences children have and have not had 'Was the main attempt

of this study. Much has been written concerning the benefits and poten-

tial of utilizing direct/personal experiences in making a significant

contribution to the assimilation of meaningful generalizations in the

realm of science. Yet, it may well be the case that not enough emphasis

has been put on determining whether or not there exists a set of basic,

science-relevant experiences needed by people in order to become sci.en-

tifically Iiterate/ adept. This study vas aimed at introducing such a

quest.

Objective

'The following question was answered by this study:

Hhat science-relevant experiences do selected groups of Mid-

western students in sixth, ninth, twelfth grade from inner-city,

outer-ci , and suburban area public schools in greater Des Moines)

lan, p.
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Iowa, recall having had from a Li.sb of experiences presented to therl1

in a survey form?

bampl.e Population

This study was designed to investigate Which science-relevant

experiences, of the 150 presented in the survey form, the sample popu

lation could recall having had.

The sample population consisted of nine distinct groups (as

indicated in Table 1 below), with three grades (6th, 9th and 12th) in-

volved from three distinguishable resident areas of greater

Des Moines, Lowa (inner-city , outer-city, and suburban}, Inner-city

means an area found within a three mile radius from the center of the

city. Outer-city means an area found outside of the three mi.Le radius

and within the city limit s . Suburban means an area in cl.ose geograph

ical proximity to but outside the city limits. Within each of these

three areas, three type s 0 f schools (elementaT'J, junior high I and senior

high) needed to be involved in order to include the three mentioned

grade levels in this study.

A minimum of twenty students represented each group (i.e., each

selected grade level from each selected school in each of the designated

residential areas of Des l"loines). In those cases in which the class

size was less than twenty, more than one class was involved in order to

exceed the e st.abl Lshe d minimum number of students. In other cases the

teachers v i.she d to have us involve all of hiS/her classes in the

study. 'luis latter option was certainly not discouraged. All willing

students in each of these groups thus participated in this study by com

the survey form (as shown in the Appendix). The types of
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classes involved in this study.. with the number f t

~ 0 st uderrts partici-

pating in each group, is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The Number of Students Involved in Each
Grade-Area Group, and the Type of Glass Involved
(as Previously SeLe ct.ed )

Residential
Area Grade

No. of
Students Type of Class (Required arNot)

Inner-city
Inner-city
Inner-city

Sixth
Ninth
Twelfth

20
32
33

Regular
General Math
Am. History

-Required
-Required
-ReqUired

Outer-city
Outer-city
Outer-city

Sixth
Ninth
Twelfth

48
97
45

Regular
Earth Science
Physics

-Required
-Selective*
-Selective*

Suburban
Suburban
Suburban

Sixth
Ninth
'Dve1 fth

27
29
22

Regular
Earth Science
Physics

-Required
-Selective*
-Selective*

*Referring to classes which, in these schools, vere selected by the stu
dents either as an elective or as their choice in completing their
school's requirements

There wer-e 353 students involved in this study in total.

The survey forms were administered to these nine groups on the

following dates (1979):

4/20
4/20

. 5/n

4/10
. 4/13

5/07

3/06
3/14
3/07

Inner-city grade. . .
Enrte r--c.l ty ninth
Inner-city twelfth grade.

Suburban sixth
Suburban ninth
Suburban t.veLfth

Outer-city sixth grade ..
Outer-city ninth
Outer-city
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CON GEfuHNG THE FINDINGS

The Results

After collecting and hand coding the survey forms completed by

the students in each of the groups involved in this study (as stated in

the Sample Population}--sixth, ninth, and hrelfth grade students from

selected inner-city, outer-city, and suburban pubLfc schools in the Mid-

west--these forms were passed on to a computer center for item analysis.

General results are found in Charts 1, 2, and 3.

Chart 1. The Hean Number of Experiences that Students
(From Grades 6, 9, and 12 , Collectively) Could Recall
Having Had Out of 150 Possible; Schools From Three
Midwestern Hesidential Areas Examined

Area School

Inner-city

Outer-city

Suburban

15

Mean ihL'l1ber

88

95

100



Chart 2 • The Mean Number of Experiences that Students
(From Schools in Inner-city) Outer-city, and Suburban
Residential Areas of the Midwest, Collectively) Coulcl
Recall Having Had Out of 150 Possible; Three Grade
Levels Examined

16

Grade Level

Six

Nine

Twelve

Mean Number

82

93

107

Chart 3. The }·1ean Number of Experiences that Students
Could Recall Having Had Out of 150 Possible; Three
Grade Levels in Schools From Three Midwestern Residen
tial Areas Examined

Area School

Inner-city:

Outer-city:

Suburban :

Grade

Six

Nine

T-welve

Six

Nine

Tvtelve

Six

Nine

'fwelve

l<iean Number

84

87

92

80

91

114

83

102

115



After examining the resulting tallies more closely, the f'01101'1_

Ing data were listed on Char-t.s 4,5,6,. and 1:

1. Those experiences (of the 150 on the survey form) 1-1hich:

a. 80% or more of the st.udent.s in each grade-area group

marked as having had.

b. 20% or less of the students in each grade-area group

marke d as having had.

2. Those experiences (associated w'ith one of four science cate

gories--biological, physical, earth, EL.'1d general) which:

a. 80% or more of the students in each grade (from all

three areas collectively) marked as having had.

b. 20% or less of the students in each grade (from all

three areas collectively) marked as having had.
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Chart 11-. Tne Experiences Recalled by 80% or of
Students in Each of Three Grades From Each of Three
Midwestern Hesidential Areas (Tnree Schools
Residential Area)

Residential Area
and School

Inner-city:

Elementary

Junior High

Senior High

Outer-city:

E1errentary

Junior High

Senior

Grade

Six

Nine

Twelve

Six

Nine

rfwelve

Experiences (listed by survey form number)

1, 3, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15 ,27, 35, 39, 40, 49,
50, 51, 59, 60, 61, 68, 69, 74, 75, 81, 83,
91,103, 114, 115,111, 132
(Total Number of Experiences: 29)

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 15, 22, 35, 39,
40, 45, 49, 51, 59, 60, 61, 66, 68, 69, 75,
81, 86, 88,94,115,117,118,121,132,147
(Total NQ'11ber of Experiences: 33)

1, 2, 3, 10, 13, 15, 35, 39, 40, 45, 50, 51,
59, 61, 66, 68, 69,81, 108,117, 121, 123,
132, 140
(Total Nunbe r of Experiences: 24)

1, 3, 10, 13, 15, 21, 35, 39, 40, 45, 49,
50, 51, 60, 61, 68, 75, 81, 86, 94, 103,
115, 117, 118, 121, 132, 135, 14o, 145, 147
(Total Number of Experiences: 30)

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 25, 27,
28, 35, 39, 40, 45,49, 50, 51,59,.60,61,
68, 69, 72, 75, 81, 86, 88,108,115,117,
118, 121,. 123, 132, 135, 140, 145, 147
(Total Number of Experiences: 41)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 19, 21,
24, 25,26,21, 28,31, 32, 35, 39,40,45,
46, 48, l~9, 50, 51, 52, 53, 59, 60, 61, 62,
63, 65, 66, 68, 69, 71, ,14, 75, 81, 82'h
83,85,86,87,. 88, 91, 92,96,97. 103, 10.,
105, 106,107,108, Ill, 114,115,116, It7,
118, , 123) 126, 129, 132, 133, 135,. 1 0,
141) 143, 145, 147,148,149,150
('rotal Number of Experiences: 83)

(Continued on page 19)
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(Chart 4. Con-tinned)

Residential Area
and Gchool

Suburban:

Grade Experiences (listed by survey form number)

t;..Lem.en.t ary

Junior High

Senior High

Six 1, 2, 3, 6,9, 10, 13, 35,39,40,45,49,
50, 51,60,61, 68,75, 81,103, 114, 1l.5,
117, 118, 121, 132, 133, 145,147
(Total Number of Experiences: 29)

Nine 1, 2, 3,. 4., 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 15, 19, 22,
23,25,26,27,28,32,35,39,40,45,46,
48, 49, 50, 51, 59, 60, 61, 62, 65, 66, 68,
69, 72, 74, 75, 81, 83, 86, 96, 108, 111,
114, 115, 116, 117, 118,. 121, 123, 132, 137,
140, 141,145,147, 150
(Total Number of Experiences: 58)

'l".-lelve l, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 19, 24,
25,26,27, 31,32,34,35,37,39,40,41,
43, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 59,60,
61, 62, 63, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 71, 72, 74,
75, 77, 81, 82, 83, 85, 88, 91, 93, 97, 106,
108, 111, 115, 116, 117, 118, 121, 123, 126,
130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 137, 140, 141, 145,
147,150
(Total Number of Experiences: 77)
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Chart 5. 'I'he Experiences Recalled by 20% or Less of
Studentn in Each of Three Grades From Each of Three
Nidvlestern Residential Areas (Three Schools per
Residential Area)

Residential Area
and School.

Inner-city:

Elementary

Junior High

Senior High

Outer-city:

Elementary

Junior High

Senior High

Suburban:
Elementary

Junior High

Senior High

Grade

Six

Nine

'IvreLve

Six

Nine

T'vTelve

Six

Nine

Twelve

Experiences

17,18,22,33,36,56,63,78,19,100,
112, 138
(Total Number of Experiences; 12)

18, 33, 56, 120
(Total Number of Experiences: 4)

33
(Total Number of Experiences: 1)

14, 18, 22, 33, 36, 43, 44, 56, 51, 18, 19,
84, 99, 144
(Total Number of Experiences: 14)

18, 33, 36, 56, 78, 93, 99, 100, 101, 120,
128, 136, 138
(Total Number of Experiences: 13)

33, 56, 138
(Total Number of Experiences: 3)

18,32,33,36,37,56,18,19,84,99,112,
136
(Total Number of Experiences: 12)

18, 29, 33, 56, 99, 120, 128, 138
(Total Number of Experiences; 8)

33
(Total Number of Experiences: 1)
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Chart 6. The Experiences Recalled by 80% or More of
Students in Grades Six, Nine, end T-welve (From Inner
city, Outer-city, and. Suburban Resiclential Areas in
the Midvrest, Collectively); Experiences Classified
into Respective Cat.egory

Science
Category

Biological

Physical

Earth

Grade

Six

Nine

Twelve

Six

Nine

Twelve

Six

Nine

Tvlelve

Six

Nine

1",e1ve

Experiences (listed by survey form number)

35, 39, 49, 115, 121, 132
(Total Number of Experiences: 6)

35, 39, 49,. 115, 121, 132, 140
(Total Number of Experiences: 7)

28, 35, 39, 49, 53, 83, 88,115,121,132,137,
140
(Total Number of Experiences: 12)

1, 3, 10, 13, 27, 40, 50, 60, 61, 69, 81, 103, 118
(Total Number of Experiences: 13)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 15, 27, 40, 50, 59,
60, 61, 66, 69, 72, 81, 108, 118, 123
(Total Number of Experiences: 23)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 15, 19, 26, 27, 32,
40,46,50,52,59,60,61,62,66,69,72,74,
81, 96, 97, 103, 108, 116, 118, 123, 126, 133,
141, 150
(Total Number of Experiences: 38)

45,51,68,75,145,147
(Total Number of Experiences: 6)

25, 45, 51, 68, 75, 86, 135, 145, 147
(Total Number of Experiences: 9)

25, 45, 48, 51, 65, 68,75,85,86,91,135,145,
147
(Total Number of Experiences: 13)

117
(Total Humber of Experiences: 1)

117
(rrotal Number of Experiences: I)

lIT
(Total Number of Experiences: r)



Chart 7. The Experiences Recalled by 20% or Less of
Students in Grades Six.,. I:Iine, and 'l....relve (From Inner
city , Outer-city, and Suburban Residential Areas in
the Hidwest , Collectively); Experiences Classified
into Respective Category

22

Science
Categoq

Biological

Physical

Earth

General

Grade

Six

Nine

Twelve

Six

Nine

'J:'i.relve

Six

Nine

Trtlelve

Nine

Experiences (listed by survey form number)

None
(Total Number of Experiences: 0)

120,128, 138
(Total Number of Experiences: 3)

None
(Total Number of Experiences: 0)

22, 36, 99
(Total Num.ber of Experiences: 3)

36
(Total Number of Experiences: 1)

None
(Total Number of Experiences: 0)

18, 33, 56, 79, 84, 112
(Total Nurnbe r of Experiences: 6)

18, 33, 56
(Total Numbe r of Experiences: 3)

33, 56
(Total Num.ber of Experiences: 2)

78
(Total Nlli~ber of Experiences: 1)

78
(T'otal Number of ExperLences : 1)

THelve None
( Nlli~ber of Experiences: 0)
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1..IhiLe attempts were made to refine the lanfmage inth._e

-" -- experi-

ence-iterns, it was observed that some
in comprehension "Tere

still experienced by students a.t all the levels involved; and, aa

might be expected, there appeared to be more such problems in the sixth

gr a de classes and fewer in the ninth and tvTelfth. It).' t ..:l
S no eu, however,

that s orie of the items deal with experiences whi ch are of such an ad-

vanced nature that further simplification would hardly be possible YTith-

out completely altering the experience mentioned. This is not to say,

however, that there is no room for improvement in the wording of these

items .

The following terms and phrases f'ound in certain items of the

survey form are held in que s t Lon by this writer; it is possible that

these wor-ds and phrases negatively effected some students' ccnprehen-

sion of their respective items. While some of the items can. hardly be

refined much more without totally altering the intended meandng , an

awareness to such comprehension problems must still exist.

Concerning the items in the biological science category, there

may have been incorrect or inadequate comprehension on the part of some

regarding: animal' in item 42, 'mammal' in item 80,

re

lirri~"'+"'''';;' in item 113, 'mate' in item 119, 'larva' in item 120, 'in-

herited a. physical defect 1 in item 128.

Concerning the items in the physical science catego~r, there

may have been incorrect or inadequate comprehension on the part of some

't ' in'constructed' in item 11, 'force of graVl y

item 'metal float' in item 37, ' in item 41, 'condensed

water vapor' in item 43, 'process of ,-a, .• ",,' in item 44, 'heat mov-

ing down' in item 58, "vave pulse' in item 63, 'supersaturated water



solution I in i tern 99, I shLft in piteh' in 72) Imagnetized I in

107, Telectric device I in i 122, I crossing wave patterns' in item

126, 'vacuum bottle' in item 139.

Concerning the items in the earth science , there may

have been incorrect or inadequate comprehension on the part of some

students regarding: 'rocks that glow in the dark' in item 29, 'thunder

head' in item 82, I earth satellite I in item 84, 'craters' in item 89,

'planetarium l in item 91, I comet' in item 146, and. 'meteor' in item 149.

Concerning the i terns in the general science category, there may

have been incorrect or inadequate comprehension on the part of some stu-

dents regarding: I biography , in item 30, and 'scientist' in item 78.

It may be of interest to note those items in each of the science

categories ,·,hich were marked "YES" by a significantly greater percent of

the stud.ents (as designated) in sixth a-nd/or ninth grade than in ninth

&Yld/or twelfth grade. Chart 8 identifies these items.



Survey Item l~o.

102

106

Item.

Itart l20

Item

148

37%,

i ter:ls:

Item 11

Item 58

Item 103

Item l07

Item 142

Earth ite:r.s:

Item 51

Item 124

General items:

Hone

45%, 31% , 62%

44% , 35%, 56%

82%, 74%, 82%

54%, 41%, 69%

62%, 55~£ , 66%

38%, 22% , 45%

90%, 83% , 94%

44%, 34% , 51%
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recalled

students.

the sirth

enoes recalled by the twelfth

students in each school area. A

students

responses was foand within the

IT~."",(f"') and within the

) than was found in the

In this, tIle

the school areas must be taken into .account.

'1'he resttlts

survey items to tv'ith a

tveLve tha11 n ine ~_ arid more ill

six. Tne

to ,.rith a



students in six and than in grade twelve (with the most
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such items from grade nine).

'me r'e su.Lt s reported in Chart 5 indicate that there were more

survey i terns responded to T.Jith a "YESll by 20% or less of the students

in grade six than in grade nine, and more in grade nine than in grade

twelve.

The results reported in Chart 6 indicate that there were tnore

items from each of the four science categories responded to with a I'YES"

by 80% or more of the students in grade brelve than in grade mne
~:> and

more in grade nine than in grade six. The only exception to this "as

found in the r general' science category; each grade produced only one

such item.

The results reported in Chart 7 indicate that there were more

items from each of the four science categories which vere responded to

with a llYES" by 20% or less of the students in grade six than in grade

nine, and more in grade nine than in grade twelve. The exceptions to

this were found in the 'biological r science category and in the I gen-

eral l science category; few i terns were involved.

Recommendations

Experiences were identified initially in this study which

teachers and curriculum writers believe to be important. The effort

which followed was to find which of these experiences students could re-

call having had.

The intent of this study was to help initiate further studies

, i ch i d h i.Ld -, e10p; ng basic oonceo-in search of e xper t.ences Wh1C aa o cn i .ren In cev ~~" ~

tual concerning natural phenomena in the science domain.
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vTith experiences identified which can be shown to contribute to the

acquisition of science generalizations and processes, teachers may then

direct attention to the inclusion of such experiences in the curriculum.

It was not the intent of' this study to present results that con

clude -vlhich specific experiences are uecesaaxy for scientific literacy.

Nor was it the intent of this study to suggest that the experiences in

cluded in the survey form are the only possible experiences to be con

sidered for this purpose. The experiences involved in this study were

merely the product of an attempt to sincerely initiate this line of

study.
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APPENDIX



PLEASE WRITE ONLY mIERE INS'l'RUCTED ON 'rIllS.

EXPERIENCE SURVEY

____ /_1_/_

Sex: M - F (circle one)

D'ir-ec t Lona ; a) READ each experience to yourself.
b) ASK yourself if you have had the experience.
c) IJ1ARK~ of the spaces next to each experience:

mark the space under Yes if you remember having had
that experience or mark the space under No if you
do not remember having had that experience.

d) BE ABLE TO TELL someone about those experiences you
mark Yes.

** PLEASE: Watch the time ..• Try to answer each one
as truthfully as you can in the time allowed.

If you have ANY QUESTIONS OH PROBLEMS at
any time during the Survey, raise your hand for help.

You may BEGIN when the directions are clear.

Yes No

I.----
2.----__ 3.
4.---- 5.

6.

7.

8.
___ 9.

10.

II.----
12.----
13.

-- ---ll~.

----____ 15.

16.----____ 17.
18.----____ 19.

20.

Used a ruler to measure length.
Measured temperature with a thermometer.
Played with a battery-operated toy.
Put out a fire by smothering it.
Built something out of wood and fastened it together with
nails or screws.

Made something out of cloth and fastened it together with
thread.
Checked out books on science from a public (NOT the school)
library.
Cared for (baby-sat with) a child under one year old.
Watched programs about science on an educational TV channel.
Measured ingredients carefully to make a food (such as cake,
cookies, pizza).

Constructed a whistle or a toy musical instrument.
Made pottery sculptures or containers out of clay.
Taken pictures with a camera.
Developed camera film into pictures.
Replaced a burned-out fuse or light bulb.

Listened to foreign broadcasts on a short-wave radio.
Travelled outside the United States to another courrtry ,
Travelled outside of North America to another continent.
Used a stopwatch to time an event to a fraction of a
second.
Built and used a toy or real sailboat.

32



Yes no----- --

21.---
22.--- 23.

--24.--- 25.

26.--- 27.
---28.

__ 29.
30.

__ 31.
32.

33.
=_34.
__ 35.

__ 36.
37.

__ 38.
____ 39·

40.

41.
--42.
-- - 43.
-- - 44.
=-45.

46.
---- 47.
- -- 48.

49.
___ 50.

_____ 51.
____ 52.
_____. 53.
____ 54.
__ 55.

____ 56.
57·

__ 58.
_. 59·

60.

33

Bothered the teacher with questions about something in
science that he or h uld ts e co . no . answer.
Verified the value of T'li (rr ) by 1M,easurl ng

s: ... on a circle.
Used a radio for two-way communication.
Enjoyed playing chess.
Slept outdoors on the ground at night.

Used the force of gravity to help you do something.
Felt the coolness of alcohol or gasoline on the skin.
Caught an amphibian or reptile (such as a frog ~ snake)
turtle) to take home with you.
Seen rocks that glow in the dark.
Read a biography (true life story) about a scientist.

Loosened one object from another by heating one of them.
Bent a light ray with a piece of glass (such as a lense
or a prism).
Observed a volcano erupting in real life (NOT on TV).
Recharged a dry cell or battery.
Cared for a pet (such as a dog~ cat, rabbit).

Weighed air.
Seen metal float.
Fired a small rocket.
Helped grow a home garden.
Observed two magnets attract or repel each other.

Used a mirror to show symmetry of an object.
Cared for a wild animal in a cage at home.
Condensed water vapor to water liquid.
Cooled something by the process of evaporation. .
Seen the damage done by lightning, tornado ~ or hurr tcane .

1 b ing l't with paper or cloth.Kept something coo y wrappl
Measured rainfall.
Used a compass to find which way was north.
Watched an ant hill.
Played regular or bumper pool.

Made a map.
Used a lever to mOve a heavy object.
Seen a living cell under a microscope.

Changed a baby I s diapers. an or skis.
Waxed the runners of a sled, tobogg ~

Experienced an earthquake. I" )
Handled an animal's heart (dead or a lve .
Felt heat moving dovn ,

1 lot run better.
O'ILe d a to mase t h i ng

to make a spark when oucRubbed feet on a carpet
something.



Yes No--
6l.

~--/'

02.
--63.
--64.

65.----
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Mixed paints to get a certain color.
Calculated the area of a wall f'Loor . .
S ' . oar, or ce f.Li.ng
eat a wave pulse along a Ion .. ...

Cl d th . grope, cable, or cord
ean.. e e lntes.tines (or gut.s ) t ..'.'. .. au of an aramal f" h

or blrd so that it could later be eaten. - ,18,

Used a compass to find east west th'" , , or sou .

cliff, or a mountain.
an exhibit of hobbies.

66.
--67.
--68.

___ 69.
__ 70 .

Used salt to melt ice.
Used a ramp to raise a heavy object.
Watched a rainbow at a waterfalls or
rain.
Made good echos from buildings, a
Participated in a Science Fair or

in the sky after a

__ 71.
__ 72 .

__ 73.
__ 74.

-- -- 75.

-- -- 76.
-- -- 77·
-- -- 78.
-- -- 79.

80.-- --
8l.-- --- 82 ·--- -- 83.-- -- 84-- ---
85-- -- ·

86.
--87.
--88.

• •.• 89.
__ 90.

_. . 91.
92.--- 93.

--94.
-....._....._-
__ 95.

Observed geographic features from an airplane.
Noticed the shift in pitch of a sound as the object making
the sound passed by you.
Eaten a fish that you caught yourself.
Used a lens to focus sunlight to burn paper, wood, or
cloth.
Watched an eclipse of the Moon or Sun.

Hatched fish "gulp" for air in stagnant water.
Collected hailstones.
Talked personally with a scientist.
Observed the aurora Borealis or the Northern Lights.
Eaten a m~~al that you (or someone with you) killed.

Received an electric "shock. H

Watched a "thunderhead" form before a storm.
Measured the heartbeat rate of a person or animal.
Watched an Earth satellite pass in the night sky.
Travelled up through the clouds by airplane in the sky or
by automobile on a mountain.

Cracked a rock to see the inside.
Gathered wild fruits or nuts to eat.
Observed tiny living things under a microscope.
Seen the Moonls craters through binoculars or a telesc~pe.

Figured out the approximate distance between you and hgbt
ning by measuring tbe time between the flash and the

thunderclap.

Attended a planetarium show.
Gone into a deep cave or mine.

k I " h~ from ,rour eyes.Rotated Polaroid lenses to bloc 19 ~ J

'I'r-a i ned an animal to do a trick. .
- f. . t bin a or constructlng aMade mortar or concrete or pa c b

walk or a va.Ll.
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~ No-

-- 96.-
- -- 97.

- -- 98.

-- -- 99.
100.- --
10l.-- --
102.-- --

-- -- 103.
104.-- --

-- -- 105.

Taken a toy or discarded itTatch apart to see "That makes it
wonk ,
Noticed the apparent; b d' f

• • v en lng a an object at the water I s
surface.
Made and maintained an aquarium.
Grown salt crystals in a supersaturated water solution.
Made an electromagnet with wire and a naf.L scre~·T d, ", or ro .

Used a weather map to predict the weather.
Looked carefully at the teeth of horses, cattle, or pigs.
Learned to play a musical instrument.
Played "'i{ith "dry ice. H

Made a collection of rocks or minerals.

Made homemade ice cream cold by mixing ice and salt.
Found directions at night by using the stars.
Irrigated a garden or farm crop.
Identified an animal :from its tracks.
Contracted (or It caught11) a sickness from another person.

Seen a dinosaur bone, skeleton, or footprint.
Magnetized a piece of iron or steel.
Felt cool air coming out of a tire valve.
Taken the cover off a :furnace thermostat to see how it
works.
Used a double boiler to make some food (such as candy).

Rubbed a plastic object) and then picked up bits of paper
with it.
Used a calculator to multiply.
"SkLppe d" flat stones along the water I s surface.
Watched animals mate.
vTatched an insect egg hatch to release a larva.

-- --
110.-- --
lll.-- --
112 ·-- --

-- -- 113.
114.-- --

-_.- -- 115 ·
116.-- --

-- -- 117.
118.-- -_....

-- 119 ·---
120.-- --

106.----
107·

-~108.----
109.

121.-----
122.----___ 123.

124.
--...._---
____ 125.

126.

____ 12 7 .
128.--- -_.._---

_. __ 1 29 .
____ 130.

Grown plants from seeds.
Fixed an electric device that wasn't working.
Cleaned or polished a metal (such as steel, silver,
copper) .
Had trouble breathing at a high altitude.
Felt how heat travelled through different metals at dif-
ferent rates of speed.

Observed eros .rave patterns caused by dropping hlO

stones (or other objects) in water. . ( . )
Watched an animal give birth to its offspnng 'babi.es .
Inherited a cal defect from your parents.
Fed winter birds.
Watched Heat" metal.



Yes No---
13l.--- 132.--- 133.

--134.
--135.---

136.--- 137.
-·-138.
~-139.

--140.

141.
--142.

_=143.

144.-= 145.

146.
-·-147.
--148.

___ 149.
__ 150.
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Wat ched 8..YJ. animal die.
Seen an X ray photo of teeth' or other bones.
Adjusted the pitch of a string instru.rnent.
Identified clouds by their types.
Climbed a high hill or mountain just for fun.

Explored underwater by skin-diving.
Acquired a habit (good or bad) from a parent.
"'Tatched a person die.
Used a vacuum bottle to keep something either hot or cold.
Used a book to identify any of the following: plants,
animals, birds, insects, or shells.

Made a scale drawing of anything real.
Put out a fire by cooling. it.
Figured the time of day by observing the position of the
Sun in the sky.
Identified the planet Venus in the evening sky.
Used a highway map to locate a town or city.

Seen a comet.
Felt ears "pop" or hurt when changing altitude.
Unable to sleep at night due to trying to figure out how
something works.
Seen a meteor or "falling star. II

Used a wedge.
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